PRIVACY POLICY
(Information pursuant to Articles 12, 13 and 14 of European Union General Data Protection
Regulation 679 of 2016)
This page sets out the privacy policy adopted by LES VERRES S.R.L., the Data Controller, regarding
the processing of personal data that it carries out both through its institutional internet sites and in
the course of its normal business. Personal data means any information regarding a natural person,
whether identified or identifiable.
Should this information be deemed to be unclear or insufficient, the Data Controller can be contacted
at the addresses given below: amministrazione@lesverres.it.
Users’ personal data are utilised by LES VERRES S.R.L., the Controller of these data, in compliance
with the principles regarding the protection of personal data laid down in EU Regulation 679 of 2016,
the GDPR.
METHODS AND PURPOSES OF PROCESSING
The Data Controller is LES VERRES S.R.L., with registered office at Via Garibaldi 59, Lonigo (VI),
Italy
All the personal information you provide us with are the result of a free choice on your part; we do
not have any unlawful means of obtaining this information without your consent. The information you
provide us with by sending us an email or by filling in the registration form is used only to reply to
your questions or meet your requests; only if you give us your express consent can our organisation
use your personal data for purposes such as sending you promotional and commercial information
or information regarding offers of new products or services; finally, again only if you give us your
specific consent may your personal data be placed at the disposal of our commercial partners for
them to convey useful information or send promotional material of your interest.
During their normal operation, the computer systems and software procedures for the functioning of
this website obtain some personal data whose transmission is implicit in the use of internet
communication protocols. These data do not constitute information that is collected to be associated
with specific interests, but by their very nature they could enable users to be identified through
processing and association with data held by third parties. This category of data includes IP
addresses or the domain names of the computers employed by the users that connect to the site,
the addresses in URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) notation of the resources required, the time of
the request, the method used in submitting the request to the server, the size of the file obtained in
response, the numerical code indicating the status of the response from the server (successful, error,
etc.) and other parameters regarding the user’s operating system and IT environment. These data
are only used to gain anonymous statistical information on the use of the site and to ensure that it is
working correctly and are erased immediately after being processed. They could be used in order to
establish liability in the event of any computer crimes against the website.

